Date of treatment: _________________ Address: _________________

MAXFORCE(IMPACT)® Gel Pest Treatment Instruction Sheet

Chemical Used

Please be advised that your unit will be treated for cockroaches using a MAXFORCE(IMPACT)® gel treatment. This treatment will be completed by East West Pest Control, a company that has been servicing the Charles Street Residences since November 2004. The gel product is odorless and therefore has no effect on those who suffer from allergies or respiratory problems. It is not harmful to the skin if touched. It is recommended that children be kept away from the gel as it can be harmful if ingested, but please note that the gel is generally placed in areas of the kitchen and bathroom that are not easily accessible to children and pets. The pest control treatment will take place on the date noted above and will require some preparation on your behalf.

Preparation Needed

The treatment will be performed in the kitchen, bathroom and on the front door frame. Units deemed to be infested will get an expanded treatment to other rooms as well. Please be sure to do a thorough cleaning of the unit to remove any food remnants such as grease and crumbs. If the level of cleaning is insufficient the treatment will not be done. Also, please pull the stove and fridge out from the wall and clean behind them.

On the day your unit is scheduled for treatment, please leave the fridge and stove pulled away from the wall to facilitate the placement of the gel. You should not unplug these items from their electrical outlet.

Post-Treatment

It is important to note that there will be increased pest activity for the first two weeks; however, there should be significantly reduced sightings after this period. We ask that you wait a period of 6 weeks before requesting that your unit be treated again, should you feel it is necessary.

PLEASE NOTE: DO NOT USE ANY INSECTICIDE SPRAY OF ANY KIND AFTER THIS TREATMENT. INSECTICIDE WILL CONTAMINATE AND REDUCE THE EFFECTIVENESS OF TREATMENT.

Thank you for your co-operation,

Residence Office

CHARLES STREET STUDENT FAMILY HOUSING
Residence Office
35 Charles Street West Suite 102
Toronto ON M4Y 1R6